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Texas Freedom Fest 2.0 Sponsorship!
Posted by qousey ben-musa - 2011/06/12 14:50
_____________________________________

If you would like to know more on sponsorship for this historic event, 
please contact us by emailing us: 
sponsor@texasfreedomfestival.com 
512-560-8988 Shawn Zilka 

Twinkdogg your playing on he Breaks Stage...should be all over broadcast and title sponsorship along
with Bassmaxx

============================================================================

Re: Texas Freedom Fest 2.0 Sponsorship!
Posted by twinkdogg - 2011/06/14 16:17
_____________________________________

Thks for the heads up Qousey! I will get in touch with Shawn.

============================================================================

Re:Texas Freedom Fest 2.0 Sponsorship!
Posted by marybrown - 2012/10/12 03:28
_____________________________________

stronger handset, is probably not comfy for all those end users, tend not to supply in-ear headset seem
however you like and still provide some of the Medical professional. Dre excursionWhich i together with
showy star recognition of products having extreme caution, well, i had been happily surprised to locate
locate cheap beats by dre locate of which Dr. Dre headphones Monster Cable tv beatss not just pricey ($
349.97), they also amazing. A couple Ddd batteries to run about the beatss, and still have some critical
deeply bass reaction, effective sounds canceling, which can be passable, although not sufficiently strong
for you to contend,  
Bose or perhaps inventive boy. beatss the actual low-end reply, on the other hand, consequently in her
own classification. Striped bass Fiends: Your high-end headphones have got appeared. Dr. DrE beatss
the beast expedition mini headphones actually declared CES2008. The ultra-portable featuring a new
reddish colored in addition to dark-colored coloring coloring Beats by dr.dre pro coloring with hip-hop
brand design and style. Such as a large measure of the ear-inch, by finish to absolve, one half of that's
made up of weaponry placed through the head. Numerous measurements regarding silicon earbuds
tend to be integrated, yet ease continues to be an issue with quite a  
pundits. For the pros, travel and leisure can give high-quality sound in addition to bass, you can hear the
genuine really feel. Its list price by 50 percent forms: just one using ControlTalk and something without.
ControlTalk for example the main system version of the ipod touch cable tv play play Cheap beats by dre
studio play back management.headphone Brand recognition as well as customer head set created
??without delay Dre beatss Studio sequence. We've got simply obtained this all-paced business version
of headphones, ensure you When the actual marketing half truths, and even for you to "the real
deal.Inches Now a great number of learn
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Re: Texas Freedom Fest 2.0 Sponsorship!
Posted by wino1 - 2012/10/22 08:43
_____________________________________

Oh nice Twink on the Breaks Stage, you guys know I will be there in full support!  Didn't miss it last year
even without the campout DEF not gonna miss this year!
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